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SAY YES TO WEXIT!
Protect our heritage!
Control our borders !

Recover our birthright!

“We were the Capital City of England whilst London was 
still draining its marshes. It’s time we became the capital 
of our own lands again...even Bishop’s Waltham.”!

Will Savage, leader of WISPa!

Wintonia Independent Secessionist Party

✔

Listen to the full exclusive interview at www.smugwinchester.com
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ECONOMY!
“We will have a near monopoly on 
the global supply of watercress. 

Once the rest of the world 
realises we can hold them to 

ransom”

Wintonia Independent Secessionist Party

JOBS!
“Napoleon said that Britain was a 
nation of shopkeepers. Wintonia 
can be a nation of estate agents”

THE THRONE!
“We at WISPa believe that the 
biological successor to King 

Alfred probably still lives within 
the borders of the current district. 

Let’s face it, he probably slept 
with a few local wenches. We 

want to find a descendant of such 
activity”

CURRENCY!
“A team of archaeologists from 

our very own University recently 
uncovered an ancient horde of 
Saxon coins up on Compton 

Down, so we are going to use 
those. Cute little things they are, 

with holes in the middle”

DEFENCE!
“We may not be able to afford 

Trident but we will have Worthy 
Down Barracks…anyway, if 

Trump gets into the White House 
it won’t matter one bit whether 

we’ve got a Corvette moored at 
Portsmouth or a tin bathtub 

moored by the Bishop on the 
bloody Bridge””

Extracts from the interview between the Leader of WISPa, Will Savage, and SMUG 
political correspondent Jody Redmires, talking about the party’s plans for Winchester to 
secede from the UK

BORDERS!
“…to the West, we will retain 

Hursley, because we need the tax 
revenues from IBM, but we are 
not taking Romsey under our 

wing…no way”

Wil Savage
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